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30M + searches in a year

Visitors
4M +

AGE
44% 56%
18 - 24
25 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 54
55 - 64
65+

Social Media
150K + followers

E-mail
1.5 million
Total email subscribers
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Who is Travix?

Travix is a global online travel company based in Amsterdam, with operations in 39 countries.

Offices in the Netherlands, Germany, India, Singapore and the USA

We have 5 brands and an extensive portfolio of 43 websites in several countries and growing on all continents.
Global Presence

Vayama USA
Vayama Ireland
Vayama Argentina
Vayama Chile
Vayama Colombia
Vayama Mexico
Vayama Panama

CheapTickets Netherlands
CheapTickets Belgium
CheapTickets Germany
CheapTickets Switzerland
CheapTickets Singapore
CheapTickets Thailand
CheapTickets Hong Kong

Vliegwinkel Netherlands

BudgetAir Australia
BudgetAir Arab Emirates
BudgetAir Belgium
BudgetAir Canada
BudgetAir Denmark
BudgetAir France
BudgetAir India
BudgetAir Indonesia
BudgetAir Italy
BudgetAir Japan
BudgetAir South Korea
BudgetAir Latvia
BudgetAir Malaysia
BudgetAir Netherlands
BudgetAir New Zealand
BudgetAir Philippines
BudgetAir Poland
BudgetAir Portugal
BudgetAir Saudi Arabia
BudgetAir South Africa
BudgetAir Spain
BudgetAir Sweden
BudgetAir Taiwan
BudgetAir Turkey
BudgetAir UK

Flugladen Austria
Flugladen Deutschland
Our Partners
Tourism Boards
Airlines
About Vayama.com

- Target Market USA
- Established & IATA accredited in 2007
- 30 million plus searches per year
- 500K plus yearly bookings
- 1.5 million E-newsletter subscribers
- 150K plus Social Media followers
- Biggest age group 25-34 (35%)
- 34-44 (22%), 45-54(14%)
- 55% Male - 45% Female
What do we do?

**Influence**
- Inspire new customers
- Destination deals & content
- Build brand awareness

**Connect**
- Enhance customer relationships
- Increase page engagements
- Influence and grow market share

**Convert**
- Spend Less and travel more
- Drive bookings & Revenue
Display Ads

Our Ad placements are designed to reformat and respond to any device such as a desktop, tablet and mobile.

It optimizes the user experience and receive the same content through different resolutions.
Our premium banner is located on our homepage. We promote your message through captivating imagery to connect with our audience.
Homepage – Medium

This custom ad design allows your message and brand to be visible to our audience and provide easy access to exclusive deals and campaigns.
Seen while customers are waiting for their search results. This banner can be targeted based on their geographical location and airport of origin.
This integrated placement is seen within the flights search results page. Promote your brand through destination images that will capture our customers and effectively reach out.

This ad can be targeted based on their geographical location and airport of origin.
Email Marketing

Inspire our audience and connect with our 1.5 million customer-based email subscribers in the US.
Email Insertion

Released to our active subscribers, extend the reach of your message with Vayama branding and featured destinations
Dedicated Email

Fly to Germany

Two NEW US gateways in 2017

Check out these special fares to Germany from selected US gateways, including $756* from Seattle or $822* from Las Vegas to Frankfurt.

Condor will also add two more seasonal direct routes from the US to Frankfurt, including 2 weekly flights from May to October from New Orleans and San Diego.

Currently, Condor operates flights from Seattle and Las Vegas and seasonal flights are available from the following cities: Anchorage, Austin, Baltimore, Fairbanks, Fort Lauderdale, Minneapolis, and Portland.

*Condor, a part of the Thomas Cook group

sample round trip fares
direct flight to Frankfurt

1. Seattle
   from $ 756*

2. Portland
   from $ 759*

3. Las Vegas
   from $ 822*

4. New Orleans
   from $ 822*

5. San Diego
   from $ 886*

Customize your message and promote your specific products and services to a targeted audience.
Social Media

By advertising on social media, we are able to get a wider reach for your campaign. Targeted posts can reach out to 20-100K readers per mention.

Through segmenting and co-branded campaigns, we are able increase the landing page engagements and connect with our customers in a genuine manner.
Social media package

**Instagram**

**Facebook**

**Twitter**
Affiliate Campaign

Affiliate marketing increases the reach of our campaign through Online networks. We target specific groups and inspire our customers to travel for specific destinations.

We work with a network of around 3,000 partners in our program including travel blogs, coupon, loyalty and airfare search partners.
Step 9 — Book Your Flight

After you’ve used your travel credit card and received your sign-up bonus, use your miles to book your flight. It is harder to use miles these days due to less availability, so make sure to book early to insure you get your desired flight.

There are still many ways to avoid being the person on the flight who paid the most. For more tips that can reduce ticket prices even more, read this blog post.

My favorite sites for finding cheap fares:

- Google Flights
- Momondo
- Matrix ITA Software
- Skyscanner
- Vayama

Vayama Coupon Codes

$15 Off Per Person Specially Marked SWISS Flights From Miami To Rome

$25 Off China Airlines From L.A. To Bangkok

32 Offers Available

Vayama

Refine Search

Stores

Vayama

Products

No Products were found for "Vayama".

Coupons

1 of 7 coupons with Vayama

Vayama

Cheap Flights to Istanbul. – Up to $9.99 Cash Back

No Coupon Code Required @ Expires 02/23/2019

Vayama

Cheap Flights to Barcelona.

– Up to $5.50 Cash Back

No Coupon Code Required @ Expires 02/23/2019

Vayama

Cheap Flights to the Caribbean.

– Up to $5.00 Cash Back

No Coupon Code Required @ Expires 02/23/2019
Google Display Network

We target websites based on audience and push ads within the Google Search Network. We push multiple ad formats like text, banner placements or video.
We work with travel bloggers from around the globe to provide travel tips and inspire you on your future travel. From Where to go? Best beach destinations, your packing list, money saving tips, coolest cities, and activities.
The Ultimate Bolinao Travel Guide

Bolinao, officially known as The Hidden Jewel of the North is a nature lover’s dream city nestled at the West Coast in the Northern region of the Philippines Archipelago. It’s rich with caves, beaches, waterfalls, lush islands, diving meadows, historical landmarks and a palate deemed with generosity and congeniality.

Things to do

As a city risen from a mound of rainforests and a flourishing coastline, Bolinao is guaranteed to ignite a sense of adventure and the live for nature from within.

Therefore, it is likely that every library would consist of spending time of relaxation and aquatic activities at Parol White Beach, exploring the marine caves of La Luna, or hill walking at Point White Lighthouse. What’s more, the city is a great option to choose for those who love surfing, especially during its peak season. It’s a awesome destination for the most enthusiastic surfers as the waves are the grandest in the region.

Aside from these, a Visit and Relaxation at the picturesque coral reef on the beach, Birdland Beach Club is going awesome and memorable experiences for guests vacationing at its lovely gardens, cottages on offer, walks in theirs at its waterfront. Blue Milky’s Restaurant and adventure seekers on its inland tours on horse carriage at La Luna, Bamboo Bike or even beak the Pulo de Bolinao for the day;

Where to Stay

Birdland Beach Club is a definite “must visit” on the local beaches of Bolinao. It is equipped with modern and comfortable rooms, equipped with an ocean view and open swimming pool. The resort also offers a stunning view of the horizon for you to enjoy.

Puerto Del Sol Beach Resort is a world-class destination at Puerto Beach. It features an array of elegant rooms and villas for the diverse needs of its sophisticated visitors.

Where to Eat

Blue Milky’s Restaurant is a homegrown restaurant that offers Local and international dishes for its local international diner. Its specialties are fresh and healthy food such as pastillas, pancit, and adobo, as well as Mediterranean-inspired dishes. It also offers organic garden, and healthy options like roasted and shish-kebabs, fresh and boiled shrimp and noodles that varies to suit the taste of its wide range of customers. Staying at the resort is also great for sharing and for a reaonable price.

Palaka at Puerto Beach, a concept that was designed to be in the heart of the resort utilizes the cooking service or “palaka” and amenities of the beach front entry for a fee.

Shopping

For souvenirs, there are market stalls at the entrance of Puerto White Beach. For healthy and delectable food that is packed for easy handling, go to Birdland Beach Club. Also sold here are hanging lamps made from shells and other things sourced within the community. For fresh produce and local delicacies, the La Marina Market is the town. It also hosts stalls that will handpicked second-hand clothes and accessories.

Flights to Bolinao

Book your flight to Manila via Vayama.com and journey on land via the following options:

- Hire a private driver car or rent a car at the airport in Paoay City to Bolinao, Pangasinan, with an estimated travel time of 6 to 8 hours.
- Take a flight at the airport and ride for about 30 to 30 minutes to Victory Bus Line in Paoay, and then take the undscreen blue bus to Bolinao, which has an estimated travel time of 8 hours.

Read more on: [La Luna Resort](https://www.blakeluna.com)
Join our Affiliate Program

Sign up now, for free! Click the link below:
https://www.cj.com/publisher
We look forward to working with you
Contact us: affiliates@vayama.com